Abstract-Our paper [1] generated a lot of interest among researchers in ad hoc networks. A number of researchers questioned, through their articles, or directly to the first author, the correctness of the described procedure, and the correctness of the claim that the procedure does not need any communication exchange between nodes, in addition to "hello" messages needed to learn information about neighboring nodes. This correspondence completes the article by providing the actual dominating set definitions used in the procedure (from which zero communication overhead follows easily), the correct procedure (the published one has few misprints at key places), and the proof that the new definitions and procedure indeed define connected dominating sets.
INTRODUCTION
BROADCASTING (sending a packet from one node to all the other nodes in the network) is one of problems in ad hoc networks research that was recently studied intensively. Most newer solutions are based on the concept of connected dominating sets. A set S is a dominating set if each node is either in S or is a neighbor of a node from S. Every node in an ad hoc network will receive the broadcast packet if only nodes from a dominating set retransmit it.
The paper [1] , originally published in 2000, generated a lot of interest and was highly cited in literature. It was selected as a Fast Breaking Paper for October 2003 [2] (as the only paper from computer science field) because of the highest number of citations in the measured period. A number of citations, however, was given with criticism, rejecting it as viable protocol because of communication overhead following from used definition of dominating sets from [3] , and because of incorrect pseudocode given which prevented its understanding. This correspondence answers to all the remarks raised.
NEW DEFINITIONS OF DOMINATING SETS
The dominating set definitions [3] , [1] assume that each node either knows the position of itself and its neighbors, or receives a list of neighbors of each neighbor if no position information is available. This information is collected during "hello" message exchanges. The procedure internal-status(v) [1] is based on modified definitions of dominating sets, which was not given in [1] , referring instead to existing "marking process" definition [3] . However, the two definitions have a subtle difference with significant consequence. In described definitions [3] , nonintergateway nodes are covered by intermediate nodes, and nongateway nodes are covered by two connected intergateway nodes. This implies the need for communication exchange between nodes to inform the status before the next level of dominating nodes can be determined. The modified definitions, which are the basis for procedure internal-status(v) [1] , follow.
A node is an intermediate node if it has two unconnected neighbors (this is the same definition as in [3] ). A node A is covered by neighboring node B if each neighbor of A is also neighbor of B, and keyðAÞ < keyðBÞ. Nodes not covered by any neighbor are intergateway nodes. A node A is covered by two connected neighboring nodes B and C if each neighbor of A is also neighbor of either B or C (or both), keyðAÞ < keyðBÞ, and keyðAÞ < keyðCÞ. An intermediate node not covered by any neighbor becomes an intergateway node. An intergateway node not covered by any pair of connected neighboring nodes becomes a gateway node.
Every node eliminated from dominating set by marking scheme [3] will also be eliminated by the above definitions, and vice versa. Using new definitions, any node can decide whether or not it belongs to the dominating set without exchanging any message with its neighbors. This is the first such definition, and provides significant advantage over other ones. It is still the only known backbone structure that is constructed without additional message exchange between nodes (after learning the local topology).
PROOF OF DOMINATING SET PROPERTY
It is not immediately clear whether or not so defined intergateway and gateway nodes create a dominating set. In fact, they define very same dominating sets as in [3] , but do not require that a given node learns the intermediate or intergateway status of its neighbors before being able to determine its own status, which is the essence of communication free protocol.
Theorem 1. Intergateway and gateway nodes create dominating sets.
Proof. It suffices to prove the property for gateway node set since each gateway node is also an intergateway node. Suppose that, on the contrary, the created set S is not a dominating set. Then, there exist some nodes which are not in S, and which have no neighbors among nodes in S. Among such nodes, let X be the one with largest key value. If all neighbors of X are nonintermediate, the graph is a complete graph. Otherwise, let Y be the intermediate neighbor of X with the largest key.
Since Y is not a gateway node, it is covered by one (U) or two (U and W ) of its neighbors, and has the lowest key among them. Note that, if the cover set contains two nodes, and one of them, W , is nonintermediate, then U alone covers Y (thus, keyðY Þ < keyðUÞ) and is intermediate node. X must be a neighbor of U by definition of coverage. However, keyðY Þ < keyðUÞ contradicts the choice of Y . Therefore, the set of nodes not in S and not neighbors of any nodes from S is empty and, therefore, S is a dominating set. t u
Note that one of remarks was that the definition "does not work" for a complete graph. Dominating set is a set of nodes that retransmit the message, and in case of a complete graph, no retransmission (after the source sends the message) is needed. If a nonempty dominating set is indeed always preferred then any node with the largest key among its neighbors can be added to it. This will have no impact on broadcasting process because of neighbor elimination [1] .
CORRECT PROCEDURE
The procedure published in [1, p. 18, Section 3.1] contained few misprints and omission of a key word "common." Here is the corrected procedure. 
